
Commodity Intelligence
Killing Zone. How long? 



Inventory Liquidation: Reduces debt, and prices.

bls=bureau 
labour statistics

Note: all still 
negative.



Cycle weak: 
This is Platinum/Gold, note the response to VW scandal.



Secular: At full depression readings?

Economic Velocity at Generational lows.



It’s the worst environment we’ve ever seen for 
resources. 

Kondratiev: inventory, cycle, secular.
When all three combine you have a depression.

Schumpeter: Recessions happen when ‘old’ 
dies faster than ‘new’ grows.

Depressions happen when ‘system technology’ 
is replaced.

(apologies for paraphrasing: all mine!)



New Facts.



New Fact: Commodity Sector no longer has access to cheap 
credit.

Very bearish ‘weak’ balance sheets, but actually it constrains 
capex, so it’s a bull factor medium term.

 



New Fact: China’s steel output moves into contraction. 



New Fact: Permian Basin economic at $50. We have a good 
half dozen companies now claiming OK economics at $50.



The Crisis Commodities



Coal in crisis as China cuts back?



LNG in crisis as Utilities favour renewables across Asia

Kyushu Electric Fuel 
Mix:

~Renewables +60%
~Nuclear comes back

=IMPLIED Thermal 
(Coal+LNG+Oil -75% 

volume!!)

THIS IS TYPICAL 
MANY ASIAN 

UTILITIES.



Iron Ore supply still rising into contracting market.



Shale Oil up, Conventional down: 1 year after the crash

US Oil Statistics: Look at percentage change 
over 1 yr:



Shale Update: Permian and Marcellus



Natural Gas in crisis as Marcellus prices 
trade below $1



Ghawar is the largest Oilfield in the world



Saudi’s claim EOR will increase recovery to 70%, currently at 
50%



Permian Basin is approximately the size of Louisiana, or 10x 
the size of Ghawar



But the reservoir rock covers most of north western Texas.



Permian Shales=Ghawar ‘productive’ thickness.



Permian productivity growth overwhelming rig count fall



If the uber Permian is at $50: we have to radically rethink the 
Oil endgame!

Permian at $50





Summary:
Macro: Looks like a depression, smells like 

a depression….
Micro: Shale changes Energy.

Stocks: They keep rallying on hope, falling 
on reality. 

Next step: Exhaustion.


